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In our previous studies, employing ZrNi alloy, a 
technique of decomposing hydrogen compounds had 
been developed. A series of experiment on methane 
decomposition were carried out under various 
decomposition conditions. The methane and hydrogen 
concentrations after undergoing decomposition process 
showed qualitatively similar four-stage-time change 
profiles unrelated to decomposition conditions. The 
typical decomposition curve is shown in Fig. 1 
Plateaus and peaks are found in the time change 
curves of methane and hydrogen concentrations in Fig. 1. 
These must suggest a kind of physical and/or chemical 
actions. The following is an explanation attempted to 
image a mechanism of forming these plateaus and peaks 
using Fig.2. 
In Fig. 1, just after starting experiment, a methane 
concentration is suddenly decrease CCD in Fig. 2) . If the 
decrease and change thereafter are caused only by gas 
absorption into proper sites of ZrNi alloy, the methane 
concentration will progress along a curve (1) in Fig.2. 
That is, the early decrease of methane concentration is 
followed by the increase (@) through the valley of 
concentration (@) , and then the concentration recovers 
(@) to the initial concentration of 1% because of 
saturation of absorption into ZrNi alloy. However, on the 
way from the valley to the saturation, methane 
decomposition and hydrogen generation begin(@, @), 
then vacant sites of methane absorption are probably 
created and methane absorption starts again, which 
results in the decrease of methane concentration (@) 
and formation of the peak of methane concentration(@), 
and making the curve (2). At that time, new sites of 
absorption are possibly created through a certain kind of 
activation induced by methane decomposition and 
hydrogen generation. If the number of the new sites 
abruptly increase and rapid absorption occur, the peak 
found on a curve gets to be sharper, which are perhaps 
the cases of lower gas flow rate and smaller granular 
size. After that, methane absorption and decomposition 
get to be well balanced showing the briskest 
decomposition reaction ( (J)) . 
On the other hand, hydrogen concentration starts 
increasing (@) after a delay of a short time from the 
start of the early methane absorption. It may need a 
proper time delay for development of decomposing 
absorbed methane. At beginning of hydrogen generation 
(@) , a comparatively large amount of methane has 
already completed the development during the delay 
time, and the hydrogen concentration smoothly increase 
(@) . Subsequently, the number of absorbed methane 
which has completed the development suddenly 
decreases by rapid methane decomposition and 
hydrogen generation till then, as a result, hydrogen 
generation temporarily weaken. This will make the 
· plateaus or peaks in the curves (@) . If the hydrogen 
generation is very fast, a sharper peak will be observed, 
which is the case of smaller granular sizes, and if not, a 
plateau will be observed. Then the methane absorption, 
development and decomposition progress steadily and it 
attains the briskest generation of hydrogen. In the future, 
these explanations have to be experimentally certified. 
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